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It is of paramount
importance to remember veterans
who suffer from military-related trauma
are not the same
asthey were before
they servedin the
armed forces. As
citizens who benefit
from their service,
it is our responsibility to learn how to best support these
men and women.
Holidays can be exceedingly difficult
for veterans. Large crowds, loud noises,
sudden movement, family arguing, and so
on, can trigger anxiety or a PTSD episode.
Be mindful not to ask inappropriate questions. Steer away from conversations
about their military experience unless
they bring it up. The veteran may never
speak of what they had to do or saw in
the line of duty. The vet may have lost a
friend in combat or taken the life or lives
of others. While everyone around them is
celebrating, they may feel guilty about
being alive… they could have a negative
self-image. Acknowledge that you don’t
know what they may have gone through
but are grateful they made it through,
and you are here to support any way you
can… even if that support means just listening. If they choose to open up to you,
listen without judgment.
Offer seating which allows the veteran
to have the wall at their back instead of a
seat where they cannot see what is going
on around them. Do not seat them in
“high traffic” areas. If they just sit and
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The crazy cop pointed to the ground at
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an officer lying on the ground,
Crisis Prevention
Oh no...Please don’t “Look...that’s reason enough,” he said.
Institute (CPI),
walk up on Sister Girl’s
Officer Sweetie tried to explain how
brother or you’ll be
Sister Girl’s brother took action in self-de- the global leader
in de-escalation
sorry.
fense. The officer was laying on the
training for over
The officer yelled,
ground, because of his own wrongdoing.
“Stand back or you’ll
The crazy cop was friends with the crazy 40 years, mentally
preparing and
be sorry!”
deacon and had heard about the pictures
Officer Sweetie
that I had taken of him and other deacons practicing responses can best
walked up just in time with drag queens at the gay club.
and stopped the offiThe crazy deacon had also told him how ensure non-concer from moving closer to Sister Girl and I. the pictures allegedly were of him in com- frontational experiences. Potential challenging situations could include
“I’ve got this under control,” Officer
promising positions with Miss Hazelnut.
Sweetie said. “I’ve already taken their
There was also a picture of his son wearing disagreements over mask requirements or
social distancing, family gatherings, shopstatements. Officer (crazy cop) was out of a dress and his mother’s red high heel
ping lines, acclimating to more densely
line. The whole incident was recorded.
pumps.
populated work environments or navigatThere’s no need for you to question these
ladies any further.”
The crazy deacon’s wife had suffered a ing political discussions.
“Having trained teachers, nurses and
The Officer wasn’t happy with Officer
heart attack from seeing one of the picothers who interact with the public, and
Sweetie intervening. His eyes got bigger,
tures. Her sister Marsha was tazed by an
being a social worker myself, I know the
and he looked like he was going to burst at officer and hit her head, when she rolled
immense need for de-escalation training
any time.
off a stretcher. She also cut her hand,
“Are you aware of the havoc these two
when she bust out the back window in my in the workplace and in everyday life,”
women have caused. There’s several peocar. And, the crazy deacon was in the hos- says Amber Belle, a global CPI trainer.
“Learning conflict-prevention techniques
ple lying in the hospital because of them,” pital too, after being released from jail.
can help ensure you have positive experithe crazy cop said.
The last few days had been extremely
Then, he deliberately turned of the
stressful. The officer demanded to see the ences in your community.”
CPI has identified probable areas of
camera on his body cam.
pictures that were the center of all the
conflict and how to best mitigate tension.
“I plan to get to the bottom of this, with commotion.
They recommend embracing four simple
or without you,” he said.
Sister Girl’s brother spoke up and said,
techniques to prevent and reduce conOfficer Sweetie replied that his camera “I’m their attorney. Do you have a warflict:
was still running and that the officer’s ac- rant? If not, leave.”
1. Avoid judgment. Understand that evtions were out of line.
The officer grew hotter and said, “I
eryone has different life experiences and
“Is this worth you losing your job or hav- don’t care who you are. If you step my
may be overwhelmed with struggles and
ing an insubordination attached to your
way, you’ll be lying on the ground.”
anxiety from things you know nothing
record,” Officer Sweetie asked. “These
Oh no...why did he say that!
women haven’t done anything against the
Mom on the Rebound is based on actual about. Listen and focus on the feelings
behind the message.
law.”
events.
2. Don’t take it personally. Another
person’s behavior is not about you. You

observe, do notpush them to talk. Of
course, it is perfectly fine to ask if they
need anything, but do not press.
As we have discussed in previous articles, one in three female veterans experience military sexual trauma. Overly
flirtatious actions can be extremely uncomfortable for female veterans. Be
mindful of personal space.
This writer believes the veteran’s comfort level is more important than our own.
If the veteran chooses not to attend large
family gatherings, honor that choice. Plan
something more intimate with just a few
guests if the veteran is open to it.
If you are or know a veteran struggling
with emotional/ mental health issues
please contact the Veterans Crisis Line at
1-800-273-8255. Press 1.
To our readers, we appreciate your
interest in our efforts to raise awareness
about the issues veterans face. Thank you
for using the tools we offer in The DeMarco Project Speaks as veterans teach us
how to treat them. Please share helpful
ways to support veterans during the holidays that are provided in this article with
your family, friends, and co-workers.
May you have a safe and peaceful holiday season.
Kim is the mother of a veteran who
loved his country and was willing to lay
his life down for the freedoms he believed in. She is the Founder and CEO of
The DeMarco Project, a non-profit organization. Her life’s mission is to save veteran lives and improve the quality of life
for traumatized military service persons.
If you would like to support her in the
work, donations are welcome. Visit the
website: www.TheDeMarcoProject.org.

are likely not the true target of
someone’s behavior. Tell yourself, “This
may not be about the two of us; it may be
about other issues in their life.” Or repeat
to yourself, “I’m going to be respectful.
I’m going to be
respectful.”
3. Control your
reactions. You
can’t control another person’s
behavior, but you
can control how
you react. Avoid
using facial expressions, gestures and
language that
could make another person feel anxious or
defensive.
4. Be prepared if you have to engage.
Have a plan to acknowledge and redirect.
Here are some things you could potentially say:
• “Yeah. This year has been difficult on
everyone.”
• “I can understand where you’re coming
from.”
• “We’ll all be glad to have this pandemic
behind us.”
Over four decades, CPI has trained
more than 15 million individuals in its
techniques, spanning many industries and
professions, especially health care and
education. CPI tracks violent incidents in
the industries it trains, and data shows
that de-escalation skills, when used correctly, can quickly decrease violence regardless of the industry.
For more de-escalation tips and information on de-escalation, visit
www.crisisprevention.com.
During a particularly tense time in our
nation’s history, having a few techniques
at the ready can help you avoid conflict
wherever you are.

